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Apathy Evident
by Jamey Collins
News Staff

in Student

progress of the
that since

OG

historically. I think
already have experience as

I

secretary [of the

Despite low voter turnout in student elections on April 6, expectations
still run high for a
diverse group of
candidates chosen for student govern-

ment

OG] with the decisionmaking process, we will be able to move
forward with some of the changes that
Tilghman [Broaddus] has started,"

Menke

positions.

"Even though we were not

alto-

gether displeased with the voter turnout,

we were

disappointed to see that only
thirty percent of the [first-year]
class

came out to

said.

While

vote,"

comments Tilghman

that

Through

voter turnout coupled with the three

the

dents of the Order of the

is

Gownsmen.

OG

"Discontinuity between

presidents

something that I think has hindered the

—

OG-sponsored lecand student/faculty coopera-

tive events,

Menke
was elected one of the first women presi-

Sewanee

a proposed

Gownsmen. "Hopefully, this year's poor

Rising senior Katherine

at

not just people walking around in gowns."
ture series

student apathy."

to

OG "has a purpose

implementing changes

Broaddus, president of the Order of

Student Assembly candidates running
unopposed does not hint toward growing

Menke hopes

plays a significant role in

it

school district's student representative
to the Atlanta Board of Education.
Light expressed a need "to rejuvenate

Sewanee

what

and
tion

its

SA

relationship with the administra-

and the entire student body.

As

speaker. Light hopes to see students "cope
a less reactionary

and more

intellectual

basis."

Other Student Assembly officers

Boehm,

a rising

junior, and treasurer Jeanette Warren,
also a rising junior.

Assembly. Although Light, the first
African-American SA speaker since

Because the three Student Assem-

student

body

for

two years and was

his

know

that the Student

the place for

them to voice
their opinions, problems, or
solutions
regarding

dorm
the

is

life at

Sewanee, and

that their

representatives are their outlets to

SA."

Ward
eration

also

commended

between the

called for

more

the coop-

SA and the OG and

collaboration between

other student organizations, such as
the

BC

Board and the SA.
In other election results, junior

class representatives to the
cil

Rising junior Rasheid Light ran
unopposed for speaker of the Student

Sewanee's student government, he
worked as president of his high school

"Students should

Assembly

with problems within the University
on

include secretary Helen

1975, has no personal experience with

Elections

semester to become

this

acquainted with the operation of the

Menke "hopes to ensure that

OG voice is heard."

students* interest in

going on around [the University] that
concerns everyone." He plans to use the
is

remainder of
in office,

demonstrate that the

and

Government

Honor Coun-

include Jake Abemathy, Cotton Bryan,

and Trey Sturtevant.

And sophomore

class representatives include
Sclafani and Andria Warren.

Kyle

Junior class representatives to the
Discipline Committee include

bly officer candidates ran unopposed,
questions have been raised about the

Cameron
Graham, Chandler Muller, and Karen
Haley. And sophomore class represen-

apparent lack of student interest and the

tatives include Will

role of the organization itself.

Ingram.

SA

speaker Nancy

Current

Cantey and Kathryn

Ward commented.

Academic Minor Likely Next Year
by Katie Depree

must do so before the end of the student's

News Staff

seventh semester." Carter also believes
that next year' s rising seniors might have

Coming soon

after the substantial

the opportunity to declare an

minor before graduation

the faculty now is in the process of approving an academic minor to begin with

The curriculum committee, made
up of faculty members and students,

the advent semester of 1993.

drafted the minor proposal and first voted

on the idea in March, according to project
coordinator Dr. Charles Binnicker. Since

load from five to four courses per semester, many students and faculty

then, the committee worked on revisions

of the original proposal, which were pre-

members felt that the opportunity to earn

sented to the faculty, reevaluated by the

a double major in eight semesters had

committee, and eventually passed.

demic minor

will

difficult.

The aca-

compensate,

in part,

for this change, according to members of

the curriculum committee.

"Minors

will entail a student tak-

ing approximately four to six classes in

fer a

modified comprehensive examina-

tion as a part of their

the curriculum

curriculum committee. "The student will

have

a

'C

Binnicker

committee still has under

The 1991 curriculum

the average student course load, with the

minor in that area.
And those who wish to choose a minor

intention of allowing for a more thorough

at least

to graduate with a

A few final
on the

— page 7

remarks

OG

— page 9

McCollough says
its "Miller time"

study of each subject.

It

also reduced the

— page 10

Equestrian team

— page 14

Highlander Folk School

— page 15

revision cut

(2.0) average

to

and a

minor require-

ments, according to Carter.

review.

have

Heil bashed

reply from Bill Clinton

emphasizes that the comprehensive examination is one of the many areas that

the area of study," according to senior

member of the

WHAT'S INSIDE

Certain departments also will of-

Andrew Carter,

a student

minor.

Writing-Across-the-Curriculum pro-

in 1994.

brought a decrease in the average course

become extremely

gram and now possibly an academic

academic

1991 revision of the College curriculum,

Because the revised curriculum

of improving faculty recruitment Sevchanges also, including the

era! other
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Public Service ot the

and your State

weeks sport division of the Cumberland mountain bike
race. Photo by Lyn Hutchinson

Jim Perry winning

last

USOA Forest

Service

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST

Forester.

ELECTION RESULTS
EASTER '93
ORDER OF GOWNSMEN
PRESIDENT:

SPEAKER: Rasheid Light
SECRETARY: Helen Boehm
TREASURER: Jeannette Warren

SEWANEE
598-5544
4 p.m. -9 p.m.

HONOR COUNCIL

11 p.m. -8 p.m.

Sun.

2.
3.

Jake Abernathy

catfish, shrimp, chicken,

aggies &

salad.

Cotton Bryan

$5.99

. .

:

JUNIOR CLASS REPRESENTATIVES:

All You Can Eat Buffets:
1.

Menke

STUDENT ASSEMBLY:

FOUR SEASONS RESTAURANT

Thurs.-Sat.

:

Katherine

veggie bar & salad. .$4.50
spaghetti & salad.
$4.50

Trey Sturtevant

.

.

We Deliver Pizza, Subs, Desserts
& Drinks

SOPHOMORE CLASS REPRESENTATIVES:
Kyle Sclafani
Andria Warren

THURSDAY

NIGHT

DISCIPLINE COMMITTE
JUNIOR CLASS REPRESENTATIVES:

SPECIAL

:

pizza spaghetti salad

Cameron Graham
Chandler Muller

$1.00 OFF Coupon With This Ad

Karen Haley

SOPHOMORE CLASS REPRESENTATIVES:
Will Cantey

Kathryn Ingram
.'

FIRES.
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NEWS
Population Expert Fornos Keeling Discusses
Addresses the Future
AIDS on Campus
by Parker Wheatley

News

of the developing world.

Fomos gave

Staff

three major sugges-

by Elizabeth Tindall

tions, students

News

and

Staff

this

may

may

use alcohol to relax,

which can be

lead to sex

the president of

he believed would "buy time"
for the world as its residents seek tech-

On Tuesday, April 20, Dr. Richard

the Washington-based Population Insti-

nological and political solutions to many

Keeling, director of health services at the

to

University of Wisconsin, discussed the

dents dive into an alienating

tions that

Werner Fornos,
tute

gave a lecture

last

Thursday on pupulation growth and

in

Convocation Hall

the depletion of the world's natural re-

sources.

Fomos

one of the

is

nation's

foremost population experts.

balance of the world's population,

that po-

committment, motivation for

litical

smaller family size, and natural family

planning should "buy this precious time."
issues have often

Political

In seeking to create a more equiuble

He believes

of their problems.

impeded

family planning and other important

re-

factors in reducing family size; therefore,

sources, and environment, Fornos states

Fomos and his institute support programs

that his organization

and others

like

it

which foment

political

commitment

to

unwanted or regretted

problem of

HIV and AIDS on

college

he

later,"

said.

Unable to think for themselves and

manage

which

feelings safely, college stu-

fights

community

anyone not following the

campuses in a lecture entitled "AIDS
and the College Student: I Didn't Know
It Could Happen to Me."
This was

established cultural normalities, accord-

Keeling' s third visit to Sewanee.

states that "the

Keeling emphasized that

in

the

ing to Keeling.

Health Advocates

,

for example,

way a community handles

differences defines how safe

it

is to

think

electronically-controlled culture of the

for yourself." Keeling, then, argues that

990s, college students react to messages

American society hurts its different
members so they cannot afford to be

1

face "the four horsemen of the 21st

reducing population growth from the top

that target their senses

century apocalypse

and the bottom of the political systems of

ten at the expense of their better judgment.

individualistic.

negative forces on young people begin

themselves

with rebuilding self esteem by defining

-

global warming,

and feelings, of-

ozone depletion, deforestation, and

the world.

overpopulation."

also supports incentives to reducing

He stressed that while 95% of students
know how HIV is contracted, a large

family size such as raising the status of

proportion

women

against

Exacerbating these and other
problems, the Population Institute

at-

and giving

rapid rural to urban migration which has

ties to

full

capacity early in the next millenium

less

new commitment

to re-

shaping our future." Fornos went on to
express that

we

live in a

where most of the

cally divided" world

population growth

is

nations of the world
are stagnating and
are torn

by

"demographi-

occuring in those

whose "economies

where people's

lives

civil strife, social unrest,

abject poverty."

He

and

points out that in

women,

bearers,

have often

some

tionately large

amount

of the world's

College students are easily affected

will opt for

Histori-

child-birth.

tried to carry several

knowing

all

the time

enrichment

media confuses

a deep spiritual

The electronic

Keeling.

students, Keeling ex-

Outlining the other steps, Keeting

plained, because "in the real world, you're

advised, "Second, develop skills to

supposed

to think

In the

doing.

about what you're

world of images, HIV,

— none of

Those who have

values and self-esteem in the

through marketing techniques

of

home or
may take

"Confusion

solace in alcohol and sex.

different emotional situations.

community support

unity.

Small acts of leadership create a

strong

community which can change

Keeling ended his speech by
lating how

People realize that HIV-

over values and self-esteem leaves many

community.

infected individuals just

inhabitants of the Earth

resources; therefore, the responsibility

may

for resource depletion lies in the hands of

taken by this generation."

well be determined by the actions

overwhelming

feelings.

Without values

or self-esteem, young people do not know

how

to safely

manage

feelings.

When

overwhelmed with uncomfortable situa-

made poor

X f

Sewanee Pharmacy

$*& % %

"know who you

urges students to

and act on

that

knowledge

to avoid

598-5940

'9

Kay Garner, owner/Btyli*

$
9:00-1:00

Center

59&0668

9:00-5:30

Saturday

9&
% iff' %
*y

Family

e

?t

WY9 V-

<?e fc

Jill Thompson, «ty ni*
Antfe BlackweU, itylist/inaicuriat

QlfT CEKPtWCSWES
•Haircare, hairstyle, haircut

nails
•Nailcare, manicure, sculptured

•Tanning bed

R^^oIrBufldinftLakaCyDonnanBoad

are"

poor

decisions and prevent further trauma.

GALLERY
$f $ THE HAIR
Hair Care

Monday-Friday

de-

cisions like others do, he said. Keeling

the developed world as well as in those

A &9*

re-

AIDS unites people in a caring

college students unable to harness

world that is in ecological
and human equilibrium. The quality of

it-

self."

expense of future

at the

for

each other and sacrifice things to preserve

that stuff

lost a sense

manage

Third, develop

Ironically, the resources

exist to build a

life for future

is

something more than

just today so take care of yourself," said

in the market-ruled world.

really happens."

development

"Self-esteem

Keeling, because they crave acceptance

social pattern of several pregnancies for

that the lack of sustainable

and

life

experience.

belief of life worth

each woman.
In his closing remarks, Fomos
stated " The Rio conference reflected

combat

cisions about sex and alcohol, argued

pregnancy, rape

in thirty years."

developed nations use a dispropor-

reducing infant

to

values and by being mindful of

it.

will die, therefore creating a

that

generations.

that

in

women

in their role as child-

children to term

is

to state, however,

work

compensatory

cally,

to protect

fail

Proposed strategies

by marketing techniques and make de-

mortality such that

"ninety nations population will double

Fomos goes on

employment opportuni-

women.

ports active

for a

illiteracy

In addition, Forno's Institute sup-

and Mexico City. Fornos 's prediction
that the world will reach its carrying

"demands

Institutue

by attacking female

tempts to address the problem of the
created such mega-cities as Sao Paulo

The Population

f
%
9

K9

s" 9%

T«-At V* 4 M-U-Card acc*p*d

le April 26, 1993
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NEWS
Prestegious Fellowships
Garner
Forrester
Hasten,
iiai ">
come
__
m

w

.

by Jennifer Hamilton

News

was

"fairly
stipend.
cipients could spend the

Staff

With graduation

just

around the

preparing to
comer, many seniors are
graduate, law,
continue their education at

or medical school.
Forrester and

Tammy

Seniors Jason
Haston are also

education but
planning to continue their
The two have
not on such a formal basis.
study abroad
to
Fellowships
Watson

won

for a year.
difForrester plans to study the
expaEast-Indian
the
between
ferences

communities in Guyana, Great
Tobago, while
Britain, Trinidad and
problems of
the
study
to
plans
Haston

up everything, find housing

grants of
the Foundation provides
small
$15,000 to 65 applicants from 52
projects
on
work
to
colleges

one

final project report.

Forrester met

many of his contacts
topic during

and became interested in his
Internship (funded
a State Department
program)
by the TONYA public affairs
at the

America Embassy

summer. He said
government

The

in

Guyana

last

his contacts include

and journalists.
major ex-

officials

political science

power of the
plained that the political
country to
from
East-Indians varied
study the
to
wanted
he
that
country and
region to see
political process in each

why

the East-Indians

nize strong parties in

were able

to orga-

some countries and

liberal arts

which can involve anything of personal
said on
interest to the applicant. She

not others.

students
average one or two Sewanee
receive fellowships each year.
She elaborated, "You come up with

Guyana,

basically
a project proposal which can be
anything you want as long as it' s abroad.

You write why your proposals important
to you.

They interview you and decide

whether they think it sounds worthwhile
and whether they believe you can do it."

nation.
active in the political life of the

They have formed well organized pothe nation.
litical organizations within
"In Great Britain, the East-Indian
experience has been quite different.

There they have made very little gains
political sector. In Trinidad and Toin

the

bago, the East-Indians have made some

I

£&$&

W^

OPEN

Moo-Sat 11:30am-1t :30pm
GriBclo<**«t

do not receive the same education
predominantly upper
as students from

areas

he

or
middle-class white neighborhoods
to
afford
can
parents
students whose
college-prepatory
send them to private

first time in
recent election there was the
that an Eastperiod
colonial
post
the

schools."

She

power.

Indian party had political
what
Forrester said he is uncertain

he

do

will

added

at the

he

that

school.

He

is

up in
American system with mandatory

considering graduate
Columbia School of

to
example, she said the recent push

and Diplomacy
and he believes
him
at Tufts had accepted
After that he
them.
of
one
to
go
he will
joining the
said he was considering

Law

culture in
include courses in Aboriginal
American
Australian schools echoed the

push

Haston hopes that she will return
remedies and innovations." However,
home with
she realizes, "I will not come
heal
medicine which will miraculously

although
pursue a career in education,
prefers the
she
whether
uncertain
she is

elementary or secondary level.
Haston said she became interested

ence

education system. In her proposal she

ise to

of America's educational ailments,
and
but I will gain invaluable insight

all

experiin her project through personal
with inequality in the United States

wrote, "I

African-American and

studies courses.

"solutions,
to the Unites States with

she will
after the project she believes

faith in

to offer

woman's

United States Foreign Service.
Haston is a psychology major,

have

state

twelfth
funded education through the
to see how
way
good
a
providing
grade
problems. For
others address similar

said the

Fletcher School of

said the Australian system is
way as the

roughly the same

set

end of the study, but

and the
International Public Affairs

and

"In
In his proposal, he explained,
very
been
have
East-Indians
the

^'c ^ AN G A

who

the regions. For example,
the fact that the East Indians
despite
said
Guyana, the
are the majority power in

some of

the

triate

inequality in education in Australia.
Haston explained that each year

and contacts

failed these goals. Students
or rural
live in either the inner city

ment has

He explained the project comes at
history of
"a unique time" in the political

to set

addition,
everything," she explained. In
quarterly
write
4
to
recipients have

reports and

,

economic realm," he wrote.

"They

money and you have

give you the

homes. Decome, or location of their homes
the governspite its worthy intentions,

,

._
1Us
hllt their
but
progress in the political realm,
in the
involvement is not as great as it is

Haston added that the Foundation
reflexible" about how the

ideas

which

will

promote

at least

minor

progress.

America's prom-

provide a free and equal education

of race, into all students regardless

a,
•

9pm

Sunday Brunch 10am-2pm

"Del we red

IPC

^^

**»

JtEhc

lemon jfair

.JN1VEJWITY AVENUE, 9EWANEE
SAT-

Mam -5pm

398-3248
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NEWS
Water Dam Threatens Ecology of Big Fiery Gizzard
by Brad

McLane
News Staff

plexes are legally considered equivalent
with wetlands in ecological importance

When a community perceives the
need for the development of a new water
supply project, all interested and involved
parties should

work together to employ a

comprehensive approach

water

to

re-

source management and protection. The
perceived water shortage should be
evaluated in the following order: first,
current and future needs should be
carefully quantified based

on

Under the National
Environmental Protection Act any project
which

will affect adversely a special
aquatic site constitutes an "unacceptable
adverse impact" upon the environment

and must be abandoned

if any other
practicable alternatives exist, including
the feasibility of the "no action" alter-

native.

As opposition

realistic

water consumption figures and realistic
projections of growth; second, all of the
possible alternatives to a project should

be evaluated based on environmental

and economic considerations;

and are placed in a category called "special aquatic sites."

third, the

potential environmental effects of pre-

ferred projects should be carefully
evaluated; and fourth, if a structural
solution

is chosen then all possible
mitigation measures should be taken to

minimize the environmental impacts of
the chosen project. Finally, water con-

to the

Big Fiery

Gizzard Creek has escalated since last
summer, the choice of Big Fiery Gizzard

Ramsey's lake

as a water supply has

some interesting results. While
this choice was originally rejected based
yielded

on findings

that it did not hold adequate
supply capacity and that the dam itself

supply, a January 17, 1991 letter from

states that the ground-water flow into the

does not proceed in such an
organized and comprehensive manner,

dam

Rutherford B. Hayes of Region IV
lake had been understated, and that

In 1989, as a result of the drought

a water supply. Hayes also restates the
option of drilling wells, commenting that

unsafe

is

of 1987-1988, the state of Tennessee

it

issued a consent decree requiring

Mississippian

develop a

to

new

bly yield adequate water supply, whereas

this

new

supply.

The

alternatives con-

sidered included groundwater, utilizing

an existing

dam (Ramsey's

Lake), or

all

it

would be necessary

way down

the

questions remain unanswered.

performed by the Farmer's

Hendon Engineers first considered Holy water Creek, Sewanee Creek,

ciation

and Little Fiery Gizzard Creek; however,

large holes in the research

these options were

been conducted thus

IV

and

is

far.

and

TWting •

Gizzard Creek.

However,

Finally, in the event that Big Fiery Giz-

zard

is

impounded,

all

possible steps

THE BIG FTERRY GIZZARD NATURAL AREA, you may write a letter to
the following individual:
J.

W. Luna

Department of Environment and
Conservation
6th Floor of the L. and C.

need to be taken to ensure that the Natural

401 Church Street

Area downstream

Nashville,

is

protected.

Sedi-

(currently

Cooper Woods,

chemistry major,

prrvmte

is

which has

a

Annex

TN 37243-1534

For example,

adequate water quality testing of Big

fact that they all classify as "riffle

Little Fiery

inadequate, and there are some noticeably

Fiery Gizzard Creek was never performed

pool complexes." Riffle and pool com-

significance of Sewanee, Holy water, and

generally believed to be

Agency based

on the

the best choice due to the ecological

IF YOU ARE CONCERNED
ABOUT THE POSSIBLE DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS OF A DAM ON

The only

office of the Environmental

largely

is escalating. With respect to development of a new supply reservoir,
Big Fiery Gizzard Creek is ostensibly

Home Asso-

option.

Protection

issue

Not only are other options still
many environmental

environmental study of the project was

region

methods of mitigating these effects

should be employed.

adequate water supplies.

are still being argued as viable alternatives

vetoed by the

all

to drill

available, but

all

vital

of possible changes in water chemistry
and temperature should be evaluated and

to the valley to obtain

groundwater and Ramsey's Lake options were rather quickly rejected, yet

Ramsey's Lake

and re-evaluation of this

hydrology should be set and strictly enforced, and the potential negative effects

had been premised on the

utilization

belief that

developing a new supply reservoir. The

today, especially the

state level,

representative of the Big Fiery Gizzard's

formations of the
Cumberland Plateau would very possiprevious considerations of ground-water

design a dam to provide Tracy City with

however,

a

that a will drilled into the

is likely

Birmingham, Alabama, were hired

to

this semester,

sible,

it

water supply. Hendon Engineers, based
in

During

regulatory responsibility over the Big
Fiery Gizzard dam proposal has risen to

maximum extent posmaximum flow level at least

controlled to the

if the

dam pro-

town of Tracy City

fact, there is controversy over
which
creek provides the majority of water to
the Fiery Gizzard Natural Area.

mentation from construction must be

EPA

must be rehabilitated
regardless of whether or not it is used as

the

In

and merit further consideration and study.

Unfortunately, however,
evaluation of new water supply propos-

and the issue of Fiery Gizzard

certain.

of the option of utilizing the existing

tored in at every step of the evaluation

vides just one such example.

Creeks are not known for

viable alternatives that do not require the
development of a new reservoir still exist

was unsafe and would require extensive
repairs if it were to be used as a water

als often

and annual flow levels of both Big

Fiery Gizzard and Little Fiery Gizzard

Creek as the best option to alleviate
Tracy City's water supply problem has
been severely questioned. Re-evaluation

servation measures should also be fac-

process.

tests),

Sewanee

performing these

pity?

Call

CITY CAFE
666-9640

Cnjoy Chinese or American food
'Any night
*BYOB
•Dine with 10-40 Menda
Who's that girl? Parker Wheat ley enjoying a pleasant spring afternoon.
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OPINION

Rodney King and the
American Conscience
A

An Open

year ago, after the exoneration

crimination, Southerners today often

of four white police officers charged

grapple with issues of civil equality with

Rodney

a forthrightness and honesty that coun-

King, residents in impoverished South

terparts in other parts of the country with

Central Los Angeles unleashed their

a

with the video-taped beating of

more

More

recently, after the conviction of

subtle, yet similar, history avoid.

What if, instead of an emphasis on

frustration with senseless incendiarism.

riot readiness, efforts after the first ver-

Letter from the Levensons

Dear Friends of The University Community:

As you probably know by now, Laura and I will be leaving the University
community in mid-June, so that I may begin as Associate Rector of St. Luke's
Episcopal Church in Birmingham, Alabama. The decision to leave Sewanee was
an arduous one. So many students, faculty and staff have warmly received us
and quickly made

this special

place feel like "home."

dict had been directed

toward solving the

eral civil rights violations, residents there

dilemmas of urban

plight,

expressed relief, though their confidence

ment, racial and ethnic tensions, and

particular time in

economic stagnation?

"The great thing is to be found at one's post as a child of God, living each
day as though it were our last, but planning as though our world might last a
hundred years." No faithful Christian will attempt to plan his/her entire journey

two of the

in

on fed-

original four officers

"the system" remained largely

unrestored. Posing a series of "what ifs,"
then,

may

help others to understand this

trial,

After the

first

public attention often focused on

these broader issues, and

Most of you know

unemploy-

now

they

still

jury returned a verdict with which the public agrees? Rarely
is

nor will s/he simply

life,

best served by such public acquiescence.

But

What if the white officers had been
found innocent

in the

second

trial?

Is

Tom

Bradley was

itself will

to accept this call at this

sit

back and

let

God do

"all the

work." The

ordained ministry

this early in

my

vocation,

my own
it

need

seemed

Many

more jobs, or better

not create

of you have asked, "Will the ministries and programs begun this year

Yet sadly, many complacent
(mostly white) Americans say they have
heard enough about the King case and

impossible for the work of a few to do the work of many. But

is

acquiescence.

What

are glad

these events had taken

if

it

is

And

over.

issues raised by

it

so, the

broader

are fading from the

happened

this

Myers and others

am

and

dents of South Central Los Angeles and

excitement.

widespread

similar communities, their passage

Boston

Dixie than

in

or

Brooklyn

reenforced? Racism
not, as

the

some

is

in,

say. South

have

been

wrong, and

it

is

often suggest, "peculiar to

American South." Also, through a

deliberate attempt to

make

Experience to the mainstream remains

How,

then, can

right the

wrongs of past overt racism and

Mark Smith

dis-

ALL SAINTS' CHAPEL
Worship Services

am
am
5:00 pm

Holy Eucharist
Choral Evensong
Sunday of the month)

pm

Folk Mass

Mondays-Fridays
7:30

am

9:00

am

little

doubt

I

hope you join

me in

spirit

this

for-

I

would be amiss

if

I

my

did not express

deep gratitude

to the

members of

Weaver, Robbe DelCamp, Susan Rupert, Nancy
Reiser, Matilda Dunn, Christopher Bryan, Annwn and Dixon Myers and Sam
Lloyd. I have learned much from each of them and will cherish the moments of
work and play we have had together. If I began to thank any faculty or staff
member, or student by name, I would be at fault, for I would surely leave

someone

out!

with us.

I

But

truly, as

we

we

leave this place,

can only hope that some of what

we

all

take a

little bit

of each of you

have done here together will

continue to live on.

The Apostle Paul once wrote to the Church in Philippi, "I thank my God
I remember you," (1:3). That is surely the way the Levensons feel.
Paul Engsberg reminded me that "Once you leave Sewanee, you always come

every time

My hope is to have a lifelong relationship with this fine

lives

and

to

have the relationships borne

in this place to

institution, but

continue throughout our

in life everlasting.

If
us.

you are ever

Let us

know

if

in

Birmingham, please do not

we can

ever be of assistance.

continue to bless this mountain and

its

hesitate to get in touch with

Above

all,

may

the

God of peace

people with His amazing and grace

love and power.

Faithfully,

Holy Eucharist,
St.

Augustine's Chapel

Morning Prayer,
St.

Augustine's Chapel

Tuesdays
5; 00

have

UNIVERSITY SERVICE
(1st

7:00

I

be the very center of the campus' heart and

excited to see what the future holds.

evenmore

8:00

Annwn

the students continue to offer

the Chapel staff: Roslyn

back."

Sundays
10:30

we go

ward and leave them behind?

be

of what

from

American

the periphery of the Great

unfinished.

I

work

will be very important in the year ahead.

that All Saints' will continue to

public consciousness. But for the resi-

will

it

much

year simply arose out of the energies and faith of the students.

Therefore, the kind of vision and

Birmingham? Would
misconceptions about racism being more
place in Atlanta or

on.

sorrow.

ply because the jury returned a verdict

best served by such public

move

right, "[the verdict]

continue?" Obviously, with a reduced staff at All Saints' Chapel,

is

good

develop

best to

schools, or bridge our differences."

with which the public agrees? Rarely

to

was not made without heartache. More than any other reason,
and association with the student body has tinged this move with

confidence in the system renewed sim-

justice

Lewis wrote

this decision

our love for

Los Angeles Mayor

deserve redress.

lack of faith.

we have chosen

favorite Christian author, C.S.

planning. Given the nature of an "interim year," and
skills for

justice

My

decision to accept any call certainly involves a mixture of good faith and

confidence in the system renewed simply because the

is

the reasons that

ministry.

that

through
Is

my

pm

Holy Eucharist,
St.

Augustine's Chapel

Russel and Laura Levenson

Evie and Jones.

filled
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OPINION
the Bottom of the Ninth for

It's

As the school year draws to a much
appreciated conclusion,

seems a good
time to wrap up some old business and
make some final observations to end
things on a positive, or at least maybe
it

Looking back on the

constructive, note.

but noted that, based on the erroneous

of the past, things are

deficit predictions

ably

us

tell

long after

all

that,

Boy Clinton
about what

Not

it

and schools, while

in civic buildings

Jefferson, and his policy

office.

private firms also forbid

it

about

described the "stimulus" package Clinton

of "strict construction" of the document.

Even Sewanee has come to halt
smoking in selected locations
dormi-

This doctrine kind of fades after

tory

weak

is

fighting for as a typically

at

"pump priming," or using government

effort

Thomas

though.

that,

Dismissed as the rhetoric of

either the right

theme of madness
home and abroad.

wing or the mindless

—

ban

common
is

rooms, for instance. This

enacted in the very public spirited

interest of protecting against the evils of

at

ing failure, Richard Leftwich proposed

libertarians, the suggestion

Ethnic unrest in

other methods of fighting poverty, in-

and applying the Constitution as

southeast Europe, the dicey status of

cluding replacing the multiple poverty

written has just plain gone out of style.

the pocket of an old Salvation

Boris Yeltsin, and trouble in Somalia

programs and

Even Jefferson sidestepped

coat).

their bureaucracies

with a

stand out on the international front. At

more streamlined system of direct pay-

home we have witnessed everything from

ments.

the tragic end of the Koresh clan in

chard Leftwich seemed to believe Mrs.

Does

Waco,

Clinton was barking up the wrong

to

much more comical, yet
November election.

to the

equally depressing,

He

As

for Health

Care reform, Ri-

tree.

declared that the real problem with

ments

in the face of a

of reading

its

it

was

require-

good deal on the

Louisiana Territory.

But

is

right?

it

reflect the true will of the people

it

go beyond

this written

document, the

foundation of our government? Actually,

"second hand" smoke (something I used

was found with a rusted Zippo in

to think

in

curbing smoking

is

an ironic reversal

of policy from 40 years ago, when smok-

was okay, even

ing

sophisticated, but

things such as promiscuity were frowned

health care rests

of recent events,

of

controlled tightly by the American

of just

both their individual significance and

Medical Association, and not the de-

is

An

where dwells political science. Those
folks would probably direct me to the

You have

examination of a few of them will dem-

mand, which is Clinton's focus and a
factor which can only skyrocket and lead

onstrate this tendency.

to rationing in a nationalized system.

Supreme Court. Yet surely the Supreme

to abortion runs along the

is

easy to lose

site

the underlying trends they represent.

Take

the Clinton

economic

its

supply, which

is

Richard Leftwich was a compel-

plan,

Despite powerful protes-

for instance.

on

ling speaker,

and the economics depart-

it

probably does. But the question remains

how

far

we can go.

starting to get into that twilight

Sewanee, but his ideas are not guaranteed

and abortion are just

important

is

two obvious examples. The Constitution
demands interpretation, or even a grain

keeping debate on such matters alive

in

of

What

success, either.

is

they might argue.

salt,

Yet looking

congress appear willing to compromise
on the '94 budget, give in to the

friendly press has called Slick Willie.

Speaking of Boy Clinton, a confidential

beyond Boy Clinton, President Reagan,
or other memorable figures, one can still
wonder whether greater independence

"stimulus" package, and put up

and exclusive Purple source continues

from federal control might make

sounding

silly

when Republicans

in the

little

fight against Mrs. Clinton' s costly health

in

to

to claim, despite popular

rumors of

Richard

of the Arkansas National Guard, that this

Maybe

renowned economist, came

same smooth talker sold him a real lemon

of Independence.

all

Sewanee last Tuesday at the invitation

at a

used car

lot in

We stand by our source.

nearly packed, Convocation Hall crowd,

which also demand frequent

Richard Leftwich exposed many of the
He saw
fallacies of "Clintonomics."

and tedious consideration. Like, say, the

new

in Clinton's

budget

cuts,

what

it is,

Even

and by

it

repetition

a first grader

sixth grade

knows

can prob-

is

On
cidedly

There are other, broader, worries

Constitution.

line with the

Peoria back in 1977.

of the economics department to address
this very question. Speaking to a hushed,

nothing

nation happier, wealthier, and

Clinton' s past life as commander-in-chief

What does

the big picture?

Leftwich, a

someone a fairly

of this

care contraptions.

mean

order to keep an eye on

doubt

that

up

lesser offense than lighting
to

in public.

wonder, once again, where

and you may

and deception, there seems to be a shared
Debate ends up

is little

being able to justify just about anything
racial segregation

get through anyway.

there

society deems sexual promiscuity a much

Court possesses the outstanding talent of

ment must be saluted for bringing him to

resignation in popular opinion that it will

zone

Today

upon.

The promised tie-in
same lines: if
you light up in public you may die sooner

weaknesses

tations and illustrations of its

This question

Army

As the much denigrated Patrick J.
Buchanan has suggested, this new interest

When looking back on a sketchy outline
it

at the

not likely to improve. Richard Leftwich

spending to help the economy. Predict-

developments

in it

many

year provides us with an underlying
in

is

he would probably hear

still

of this

in

respected Constitution.

going.

ever, there are

raise the risk of cancer in

be death.

will

how-

no maybes about it. There

Not the

possibility of

death based on the General Surgeon's
findings, but a definite, instantaneous,

unambiguous, and unrighteous end

to

life.

This terse analysis of more than a

few topics probably

short of

fell

positive, constructive, goals.

kidding
line

a less revolutionary, but de-

is

those around you. With abortion,

this

more

time for another Declaration

more

all

and

its

But who's

who here? There is no bottom
how can there be in a time of

moral relativism, overflowing deficit

controversial tack, con-

spending, and zero chance of a Cubs

Or the

World Series appearance? For the Cubs,

sider again the abortion question.

smoking/non-smoking question.
once? There

Orhow

a powerful

about both

at

movement

in the U.S. to prohibit

ing in various places.

is

there

is

nation,

always next season.
it's

For the

the bottom of the ninth.

smok-

Many states forbid

Eric Heil

Letters to the Editor

Readers Find Heil's Bantering Offensive
Dear

It is

Editor,

called circumcision.

contribution pays to

agree with one part of Mr. Heil's
opinion in The Purple of April 5, 1993.
I

His analogy

is

thin in fact that

I

"pretty darn thin"

—so

could read the rest of the

newspaper through it.
Although the number of arguments
raise with Mr. Heil is legion (for
could
I
instance, I do not believe that Congress
is

constitutionally authorized to

ral

yet annoying

My

Dear

build consensus,

Eric:

little

foreskins which,

if

I

Your
Thank you.

should consider denying circumcision

thoughts and experiences of people

Then Mr. Heil

would have a whole new way to separate
the rich from the poor.

It's

important to

me

letter

is

business of performing cosmetic surgery

share our

valuable to me.

to hear the

who

Sincerely,

care about the future of America and the

world.

and

We face many challenges ahead,

in order for us to

come

together and

7^vm> CMkkGou^

Susan Bear

ing, or the extermination of post-fetal

Vietnamese or Iraqis), I do wish to inform
Mr. Heil of one fact: Medicaid is in the

all

appreciate your taking the time to

write.

as a Medicaid benefit.

we must

ideas and concerns.

left in place, might become "inconvenient" or might cause its bearer to be
stared at in locker rooms. Perhaps we

provide

scholarship and grant money, arts fund-

taxpayer

remove those natu-

Bill

Clinton

President of the United States

The Sewanee Purple April 26, 1993
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OPINION
Go Tigers!

Letters to the Editor
Purple Eric Heil attempts to step from
behind his painted wall and argue against

Dear Editor,

soon as The Purple appears
boxes,

as

the use of tax dollars for funding abor-

SPO

In his argument, he creates an

a ritual for me:

become

has

It

our

in

tremble with anticipation.

I

I

rip

open the paper with eager fingers to the
"Opinion" page to see what ludicrous

Boy

notions and half-informed opinions

is

it

own argument and

thought." Thus, Heil argues against Heil,

"Foolish consistency

and it comes as no surprise that he defeats

little

himself.

and

can hide

It

partial

Heil states, summarizing his op-

it,

as in the fol-

lowing statement, made by Eric Heil
previous issue of The Purple:
to have

"...the

in a

gay

PBS that

convinced

virus has not always been a

precursor to AIDS." (Eric Heil, "Finding

The

the Press 'Factually Challenged."'

Sewanee Purple Feb.22, 1993 p.8) Here,
an albeit small, but significant, body of
scientific data is
tification,

dismissed with no jus-

and the homosexual commu-

ponents' stance: "So abortion should be

a medical service provided for under

To

Medicaid.

continue along in this

thought process,

liberal

we can

also

conclude that abortion should really just

be seen as a

form of elective surgery.

Like, say, plastic surgery."

So weak,

admittedly weak.

The

logic

is

in fact, that

one of Heil's opponents never even

which

ally said in justification for wanting equal

and

ideas, Eric Heil has

their actual

created a set of straw liberals, to

whom

im-

to infer that

proposal

—

I

I

don't like cats.

They

don't fetch, they don't obey, and they

But Heil needn't
also safe.

It

banter

fear:

banter:

is

is

relieved from

sponsibility to truth by

its

all

re-

cynical nature.

Banter appears to take a bold stance,
while actually cowering behind a painted
wall of language.

Banter

is

self-pre-

serving, self-indulgent, and cowardly.

In the

would

we must be called "Gowned

Individuals," and the only other indi-

viduals that parade in such apparel off

Mountain are members of the choir
and members of the Klan, neither of

the

a representation of something that makes

Sewanee unique. So what

to

indoors.

natives?

it's

alright to defecate

think our mascot needs to be

I

To

sift

are the alter-

through the possible

1)

be addressed, as

this

age seems to imply,

muddy day and

this

one appears to

Oliver Childs Smith

Learning-yes, but the Sewanee

Learnid

doesn't seem to inspire the

keep

silent

on matters you do

apparently do not wish

Worst of
cheap.

It is

all,

to,

not,

and

in the

newspaper

that represents us

all.

understand.

Mr. Heil, banter

Alexander W. Badenoch

is

an embarrassment to read

it

most recent issue of the

develop the courage to

you

your painted walls of banter and discover

you
might consider contacting the Voice for
Choice. I'm sure they would be happy to
explain their views to you. If you are not
what your opponents

truly think,

would
avoid embarrassment and

interested in the truth,

urge you to

The Sewanee Purple

Editorial Policy

move beyond

however,

I

David Adams
Mark Smith

Editor

Associate Editor

as "Boy." Instead of relying

Editor,

and his writing
Recent issues of The Sewanee

show

it

to

be rapidly approach-

nadir as a newspaper.

specifically to the

I

Opinion pages

facts

to support his

sity

Paige Parvin

matters are directed by the editor,

Sports Editor

Trey Suddarth

inconsultation with the staff, and under

McCollough

authority granted by the University Pub-

Features Editor... Aaron

Business Manager

Peter

Manager

Key

Perhaps The Sewanee

South. Signed opinions expressed

taste.

deemed

to

poor taste" should be

If

inso-

Mr. Heil feels the need to assert his

civilized

Heil.

This reference steals credibility

where.

truly inter-

would

University of the South, or

credibility

when

its

writers vent their

frustrations without applying journalistic

standards to their writing.

Unsigned

its

employ-

editorials represent the

Editorial, production,

offices are located

the Bishop's

on

deemed

The Purple strives to be an imparoutside interests. Editorial positions in

no way

affect news coverage.
The Purple welcomes

the third floor of

will serve as the final

are twelve dollars a year.

contribu-

from any aource. However, editors

tions

Subscriptions

be poten-

libelous or in excessively poor

and advertising

Common.

to

let-

if letters

source of news, independent of any

staff.

not detract from the cohesiveness of his

argument by referring to a Rhodes scholar

reserve the right to edit

reasons of length or

contain material

tial

staff, the

consensus of the senior editorial

dubbed "Boy" Clinton by Mr.

ested in presenting an opinion offering

opinion of the editorial

ees.

them in a
manner or present them elseThe Sewanee Purple loses

ters for

within do not necessarily reflect the

opinions, he should assert

lently

viable solutions to a problem, he

The editors

tially

be. ..in excessively

to the

author; no unsigned letters will be printed.

Tindal

by the students of the University of the

the letters contain material

welcomed

Purple. All letters must be signed by the

"editors reserve the right to edit letter... if

They consist of poorly disguised diatribes

from Mr. Heil, for if he were

Elizabeth

Purple 's editorial policy stating that the

applicable to the Opinion page, as well.

is

Manager

that

eloquence, correct grammar, and content

who

Letters to the editor are

and should be mailed directly

refer

Mr. Heil's opinions lack

against President Clinton,

Advertising

lications Board.

Katherine

opinions, Mr. Heil resorts to infantile

name-calling.

of the South. Editorial and financial

Phillip Stalls

Arts Editor

The Sewanee Purple is published every
two weeks during the academic year

appear to be the personal property of
Eric Heil.

skills

on the

The Sewanee Purple is owned and
operated by the students of the Univer-

Design Editor

Cloninger

its

that

which play many sports.
No, none of these sound just right,
but I thought if all other issues are going

firmly believe

Circulation

ing

it

self-indulgent, and (what's

In the event, Mr. Heil, that

is

claims authority by sheer

arrogance and

Purple

have

worse) self-righteous banter.

pression.

Dear

6) Gowns-possibly not. P.C.

our obei-

do believe our respects should be signifiI have personal reasons backing

cant.

an inconvenience, and

whose evil straw minds are not capable
of comprehending the value of human
life. That is not an argument, that is mere

thetical note certainly leaves that

mean

women.

pregnancy

women have no

don't

the least absurd.

have in mind..." Although Eric Heil will
place in government, his cynical paren-

I

DAWGS-no.

5) Fog-possibly. It's genderless.

other schools in our conference?

Clinton and the boys (whoops! girls too)

not say that he feels that

4)

What makes Sewanee different from the

Rather than argue with the actual liberals

to refute the primary justification

the hobgoblin of

crooked nose," without ever
addressing what "the liberals" have actu-

following statement from the most recent
like to try

3) Dogs-maybe. They're always
more prevalent around here than tigers.

view a pregnancy as an inconvenience

access to abortion for poor

would

can imagine.

minds," someone famous once said,

sance to tradition has been foolish, but

my

keg would inspire just about every
administrative traumatic consequence I
to a

be one of the most purposeful and one of

too cowardly to express openly, as in the

"...I

is

of all our stationary

tiger on the headings

options, the question should be asked.

is, again with no justification, accused of spreading misinformation.
Banter can also hide an opinion one is

issue of the Purple

propose we

inspire a

of things, but changing the purple

lot

He decides that the* liberals"

thoughtofit.

akin to "a

nity

I

something more relevant.

to

it

Now

the tiger.

Kegs

2) Kegs-perhaps.

I

League school and with them

the Ivy

not very

It's

understanding of a subject while ex-

HTV

his

very easy to write. Banter

pressing an opinion on

the

on

it

they brought

also quite useful.

lobby seems

projects

change

into his neo-

That, too, was banter.

is

which he claims is a "logical extension
of Clintonian thought." Heil creates his

Why

Can I ask that?

once heard from Elizabeth Chitty,
Sewanee' s treasured historian, that our
mascot came from that of Princeton.
Many of our early coaches came from

burden of addressing true "Clintonian

pack

to

fascist banter this time.

pretty, but

admittedly "pretty darn thin" analogy,

letic events.

the Tigers?

opponents, thus freeing himself from the

managed

Heil has

tions.

gusto a team should possess before ath-

Dear Editor,

judges of the ap-

propriateness of any submision. If possible,

submissions should be

made on

a

Macintosh computer disk; contact the
K. Darcy Baird

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

editors for

more information.
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OPINION

Order of Gownsmen Controversy Continues
Dear

Editor,

the

OG has attempted to define itself in

name and

my fourth semester as a Gowns-

In

man,

finally attended an

I

OG

versy over

meeting

and was intrigued and disgusted at what
took place. The agenda for this meeting
focused on an attendance policy for the
organization. Approximately

bers of the
this

this

OG attended.

a record setting

is

my

was

first

know

OG

week

I

if

number because

me.

Early in the

members

The

privileges of

OG members

to

did not

first I

stated in the

who missed

spirit, tradi-

legislative authority through

appointment power to student and
its

ability to in-

Members of the OG
like members of the

itself.

The only
become a member of

OG is to achieve a certain grade point

I

SPO or ballot boxes

student government.

in

zation.

How

can a clear minority

in a

group of more than 300 people legitimately claim to represent the interests

and concerns of the whole organization?
If

they wish to do so they should run for

the Student

Assembly where they are

The OG should resign

being an academic honor society and

leave legislative responsibilities to
elected

OG

a political entity.

members should

how

ask themselves whether or not 25 to 50

big a response a referendum might have

members should be the voice for the
more than 300 people in the organization.

disagree with this no matter

received. Every effort should have been

made

to

on the

allow

policy.

members

at least

a quorum to vote

With approximately 50

attending the meeting, the

majority of the organization was

unaware

left

as to the exact fate of their

privileges.

They were

left

with no de-

I

think this

much

is

who would
the

same

(I

keep

honor the

to

it

does need to change.

it?" then

maybe

it

change

something deeper, then

is

of the
But,

it.

all

if

con-

cerned should forego targeting the symbol, the easy target, in favor of attempting to resolve those concerns with open,

honest, and intelligent debate, free from
rhetoric

and accusations.

I

remain

mistic that such a dialogue

opti-

among

the

unique students Sewanee educates could

mere symptoms of a (perceived) problem rather that the problem

cerns than could a gesture "full of sound

if in

treated are

do much more towards resolving conand

fury, signifying nothing."

itself.

The University has so
spared the extreme banality of

been

far

Respectfully,

much of

Brannon

P.

Denning C'92

the multisensitivityculturalcorrectness so

OG

members,

should consider whether or not the

OG

should remain as an active political entity.

Since the

OG

is

Dear Editor,

I

or

The

an unelected body,

believe that the political role of the

OG

should be relinquished to the Student

refusal of the

Gownsmen

to

change

do not wear gowns to our classes. This is

dis-

is

Keeping the name may

preserve a tradition, but the tradition

preserved

is

that for

wearing gowns
that.

women do

that

know

However,

is
I

for

some they

not belong.

many of

important, and

am

sider the pain these

formally disassociate ourselves

name

its

not have equal status in that

organization.

ask that until the name is changed

from the Order of the Gownsmen that we

exclusive designation signifies that

women do

we

Order of the

For me, keeping such an

heartening.

you,

not a referendum nor even a prophetic

issue. Instead, let's think

about our com-

mitment to one another and in what ways
our actions build or destroy a sense of

community.

asking you to con-

"Men

could

easily repeat the arguments over this

Your Colleague,

symbols cause since

signify

We

call but a personal request.

honor

I

Bam Taylor

Only."

Dear Editor,

not "man", have meanings comparable
to

In the

March 8

issue of the

Purple, Elena Soto pointed out, as part of

her argument for changing the

name

of

OG, that the Germans used the word
"men" to mean "everybody" because the
society was dominated by men. Well, it
the

was, but I'd like to clear up a

bit

our "man." In

man

fact, all

nouns

in Ger-

are capitalized, and you'll notice,

Ms. Soto,

that

"man"

is

not,

showing

its

completely generic linguistic use. The

German "man"

really is the equivalent

of our "one" or "you" ("One/You
shouldn't eat raw sewage...").

of

confusion.

I

don' t mean to bash your point;

your arguments seem fine to me, with the

The German word "man"

a minor issue in the

larger one. Recently,

because

life

wonder, though,
changing the name, what would be
I

Assembly.

cision in the matter.

context of

All students, as well as

I

"We

way, why change

I

about strengthening the organization as

I

name remain

one) cannot marshall better argu-

ments than

itself to

They suggested that the vote should take
place as scheduled.

will grant that if those

like to see the

am

there

to voice interests

tive in reaching the entire organization.

Gailor and the B.C. would not be effec-

society.

and campus

Yet, other

members of the OG who regularly attend

members of the student body.
As the OG attempts to redefine
itself, members of the OG have talked

at

women of Sewanee honestly

marginalized and excluded from the

had no intention of becoming involved

interests.

a referendum by

If the

feel

When I became a Gownsman,

average.

elected by their peers to represent student

lished to formulate the policy stated that

I

name of an

this

should be conducted. The Secretary and

committee estab-

demic honor

in the

Latin root word," or "It has always been

referendum of the entire organization
the

seems such com-

it

vestigate any problems or concerns of

under the auspices of the entire organi-

Chairman of

"girls," etc., then

the students."

raised an important question

the

end up going out of their way to
be insensitive to one another.

marginalized, are tired of being called

and ideals of the University. The

member

quorum of the OG? The Secretary of the
OG stated that all members knew the
policy was being voted on that night.
Some OG members suggested that a

feel

suffix "-man," then

meetings are allowed

fair to

Sewanee

Many times students on the campus

ism.

actually

OG

Before the vote took place, a

it

at

inclusiveness and egalitarian-

aca-

believe.

Was

if you
mean?" The point

women

if

—

name of

Mister Mustard

it

but what do you

this,

fond of saying:

is

by a

the

was relieved that the
I was led to

vote on an attendance policy without a

is

call

the

semantic change

thing one needs to

proposal was not as severe as

considering this policy:

like,

name of

the

of something a law

professor of mine

legislative responsibilities.

revoke the voting

me

reminds

plaints are unlikely to be solved

strives to

Student Assembly, but they are still given

No other privileges would be

revoked. At

is

Assembly and

are not elected

one meeting within a semester without
an excuse.

The OG is

symbols, ignores

and actually ends up
exacerbating tensions, by choking off
debate on the larger issues all in the

the Student

stituency but

actual proposal presented at

was

see.

without having to answer to any con-

regularly attend meetings.

the meeting

I

The OG has the duties listed above

would entail a dismissal from
if

purpose

faculty committees and

the meeting.
I
and many fellow
Gownsmen received the impression that

the organization

are only scratching the

that attacks

University Catalog: "The Order advises

its

more about this policy, I decided to attend

this policy

"You can

tion,

OG

The debate over

name change

Its

en vogue

larger concerns,

OG

Order has

when the next
meeting would
be held and that the body would vote on
an attendance policy. In order to learn
stating

editor,

name is insignificant com-

its

maintain and promote the

received a voicemail message

Dear

think the contro-

pared to the vague and dualistic purpose
of the organization. Proponents of the

students.

meeting.

that disturb

I

an academic honor society and a policymaking, governing body £* University

There were a number of things
about this meeting and the objectives of
the

purpose.

surface of the problems

50 mem-

didn't

I

in

Jonathan Cole

(not

"men"), pronounced with the same vowel

sound found
with the

in "rot" (not to

German

"rot"

be confused

meaning "red"

rhyming with "goat"), has nothing
with gender.

It is

to

a

next semester.

Have a

do

used as generically as

possible The words

I am not (yet)
Gownsman (I can say that; I'm male),
I'll hold my opinions on the matter until

exception of this one. As

"Mann" or "Herr",

Matt Laney

nice day.
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FEATURES
Fats Shakespeare Says

Miller Time"

McCoUough

by Aaron

Features Editor

now

sit

I

'It's

r
my

before

weathered

manual typewriter, the creaky old Rand
that effortlessly turned out more than a
few pieces of earth shattering prose,

Shsbespeer* has fim working on

to

consider the "last minute." Yes, spring
is in

the

air. I

can almost smell

it

over the

distinct

aroma of my fellow Gailor

dents.

can definitely see that it is spring

I

my subterranean hovel.

from

someone

part of

heavy

big, this relatively

chained around

typewriter

is

rendering

all

/

my

a nun

*a*t j>*n% t* Hun!

tliat

forf-.eitf*

n« **#*

ton'.

*po*'fc

/

/

jgfXfc
the Su£.

_ft»*fon

0^ s iq/.

3

young maenad

my

the last hour, throwing

pieces of underwear at

me and shouting

things like"last one out
trovert."

ia

ft »*•**« ta>t,an* JUUet u
^x^"
Ante j'fdfr'S** 7 d** kill thcCrtrt'ouJ *»»*~

the

has been leaning for the ledge above

window from

3UMt

Wte tW bun... tlLtfet

paradise of the outside world quite impossible. In fact, a buxom

***

to** im mo* tx*>t , |«*t yc vwt mM
litis -tteuedst awA jultt »*tK*t?un

I

neck,

movement towards

iVx>

prt***

tfrc&t &*k

But, due to

miscommunication on the

a

/H\$a

resi-

is

a pathetic in-

I'm reminded of Shelly's

stir-

ring line, "If Spring comes, can sexual
frustration

be

far

behind?"

"The Last Minute,"

is

a phrase

coined, as most annoying cliches are, by

Shakespeare. While

it

does not appear in

the text of any of his plays,

it is

written

next to a coffee ring on a napkin ring

bearing a the
to

initials

"WBS." According

most bibliographers, the napkin was
penning of his

his favorite during the

squeeze that pregnant phrase into

neither A.C. Bradley, nor F.R. Leavis

throughout England for her tendency to

"Now my charms
And what strength I

even commented on the implications of

wear nothing but sunglasses and

The Tempest. Incidentally,
Shakespeare's middle name does start

Prospero's epilogue.

with "B," which rhymes with "P," and

have's mine own,

final play.

means

pool.

He wasn't called "Fats" for

nothing.
I

are

all

O'erthrown,

get back to

wonder

if

the

Bard

Smith-Corona, staring

sat before his

at the flashing

cursor, glancing at blue sky outside,

and
wondering whether or not he could

"Improv"

:

It is

the last minute,

and the boat' s leaving, how am I going to

Hackensack?"

Of

course,

Shakespeare didn't use the phrase
last great

work, and we are

whether or not
the text.

I

its

in his

Features Staff

Purple

new

Masque production, "Improv and
I

was

Gleepants,

new reading of the text

based on the enigmatic napkin.

cording to his interpretation of the play,

Prospero

still

equals God, Caliban

in the au-

were

two hours. With skit titles as their only
guides, and evidently a large chest of

I've laughed less

props backstage, the cast produced an

through some recent episodes of Saturday Night Live, the American comedy

abundance of hilarious

hijinx. In

the freshness.

'The Nerd," and lamented the fact
had not been able to sit on the aisle.

that

I

The

set cleared

and out came Jim David,

the end of the day, and you're tired,
all that saintly

any indication. Almost

participation

Specializing In

the cast for each skit will

Our

Pizza

characters, emotions, and "other stuff

skits

the audience lagged.

The

were timed well (not too long) and

a professional comedian from New York,

the "silliness"

with a classic stand-up routine. As he
prepared the audience for an evening of
stillness, I cringed at the thought of "ir-

conceived, close-to-home Sewanee humor with a dash of British bizarreness
that kept the

was

intelligent,

when

crap you can

well-

whole audience, even the

Homemade

and Sandwiches

change every

High points

for

cluded most skits Rich Hlatki was

The Battle of the Sexes, and

add to

me
in,

HOURS

in-

(VMwn StuOcnit

the

TUIS THRU THURS

the Faculty

f

RJOAY

4.

Olympics, though there were no
ingly low points.

strik-

Vc On

SATURDAY

CtmpiAj

I

I

I

I

AM TO 8 PM
AM TO IOTM

SUNDAYS AM TO 6fM
CLOSLD ON MONDAYS
I

coming when

and

ICECREAM

keep-

ing with the atmosphere of improvisation,

was encouraged, and a
moderate amount received. Plants of
cast members kept the suggestions for

seen,

Aquinas once said, "When its

SUNDAE'S

night, with a different audience to

"Sewanee comedy" I had

to be the highest quality,

as Thomas

sober ones, amused for the better part of

immediately a high degree of audience

ous combinations, on a gaily colored set
reminiscent of Romper Room.
I re-

renowned

Evelyn Debussy, who was famous

watching the entire cast juggle,

in vari-

other hand, Evelyn's sunglasses were

do, It's Miller Time."

actually amusing.

a cod-

am still a little skeptical. On the

Shakespeare's next door neighbor,

to find that

staple, if that is

the

still

I

omission has marred

was surprised

dience listening to the Spin Doctors and

membered

Ac-

piece.

you've done

You can imagine my relief when

other stuff," and there

Don

equals the Devil, but Miranda equals

the improvised skits that followed
for the

did offer a totally

critic,

ponder

left to

reverent zaniness" ala "Godspell."

was opening night

One

An Amusing Delight

by Jim Hewitt

It

the phrase.

I

Univeisiry Avenue
Sewanee Tennessee 37 375
598- 595
1
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ARTS

FOCUS Exhibit Features Student Art
by

Anna Sims

skid through a spaceless black with

Features Staff

child stretches

Who

Zack and Tim and why

are

are their rear ends on display in the B.C.

Gallery? Find out next time you stop by
the B.C. to check your SPO or to have

Truth is that Zack and Tim are
two horses captured on film at the Texas
State Fair by Betsy Yeckel, who is just
one of many students you know who
lunch.

have photographs on display right now.
Sewanee's photography club, FOCUS,
is

no

recognizable boundaries. In one photo a
its

hand back

an expression of angst on

to

you with

face

its

—

is it

a

boy or a girl? or even human? Looks like
a demon to me. Yep. this is roller skating
hell, and this child seems nothing like the
gum-chewing, comb-in-the-back-pocket
crowd of skaters you remember from
junior high school.

As you

circle the gallery you'll

notice an abundance of portraiture as

opposed to landscapes or still-lifes. With

showing current work from the students

the exception of Caroline Allison' s tangle

Owen

of plant roots, Yeckel's State Fair color

of professors Pradip Malde and
Butler, including Elizabeth

Adams,

and Elizabeth Bowie's dark and

prints,

Rinne Allen, Caroline Allison, Elizabeth Bowie, Susie Creagh, Heidi Hays,

of photographs are of people. Although

Anna Williams, and

children are not

of course, the

aforementioned Yeckel.
can't say

I

about

this exhibit.

life, I

enough good things
The work is intense,

and knowing

diverse,

meditative prints of a chapel, the majority

the photogra-

all

phers makes the pictures even more

in-

my favorite thing in real

do appreciate Elizabeth Adams'

gentle portrait of her
(the best

way

own

Cece,

sister,

is

equally eye-catching.

Cece

tive portraits ofiier sister beside

big, secret treasure chest.

an

air-

little

boy gobbling down a piece

of pizza bigger than he

box of

offers a glimpse of her

handmade bears

plane window, to Heidi Hays' lighthearted

And Susie

Creagh' s photograph of her younger

The photographs run the gamut
from Rinne Allen's smoky, contemplateresting.

child asleep

to find a child).

like she's revealing a

These photographs

will

be on

display until the end of April. Although

you may not think of the B.C. as the

is.

Anna Williams took her camera to

center for artistic enlightenment, take a

the roller skating rink in Tullahoma,

quick lap around the Gallery before

snapping pictures while she skated. The

woofing down your chicken patty sand-

resulting photographs are strange, eerie,

even

hellish.

The

skaters she captures

wich.

I

guarantee you'll be impressed

with your classmates' work.

Record Review

Pavement: Inroads
for a New Generation

An untitled photograph by Susie Creagh on display in the B .C. Gallery.

verses comes in the last song "Shoot the

Pavement

,

watery, domestic

Singer":

and ready to rock. Pavement, that Ithink
.

hand shook down and out

my

Sam

I've got the blisters of the world,

Reid

world new

Arts Staff
I

Watery, domestic
fering

is

men

MINUTEMEN

when

who aren't

slow

is

book

after

you

down,

the

song

the band's

you're right

at

can perhaps relate
far.

He

is

sacred

home

in the

games

I

hold the ashtray tight

thing to

I

don't want to over-analyze this

the world, but a

a masterpiece of

music

vative yet clearly rooted melodies with

these lines

precision percussion that

hammers out a

space for the timid vocals and guitars
(I'm not going to mention their names

because they don't).

One of my

favorite

somehow, but
sum-up Pavement's

for fear of ruining

reserved recklessness, combining inno-

it

seem to
extraordinarily modern musical
better than

I

that

vision

It's

Eric Flaum, a writer for

whole other thing to
grow up knowing that Paul Westerburg
had sold out before you'd ever gotten to
see him." (The Bob, Winter 1993)

Does

my favor-

just

have a music

our generation.

truly representative of

It's

about time, and I'm

pleased.

74$ >*W-fl«Hrtw«

one

could with a thousand weary

words.

real

we might

were always

grow up thinking that the Replacements' Let It Be is the best record in

Slanted and Enchanted.
is

any

writer for comparison. Finally

'

of their critically acclaimed 1991 debut,

Every song

to better than

ascribed to the corporate world.

light

my own

by including the words of a

they ve seen that even indie guys can get

caught up

and

morning

wouldn't have polluted

as the Velvets and the Replacements,

second effort emerging out of the shadow

in the

I

points out that most

modem-day "indie gods" bands that grew
up not on Kiss and Thin Lizzy so much

the risers fade
it

be the shaping force of a new generation
of music, and a generation that you and
other thus

wise

article

.

can be expanded to represent what will

I

and brother you're a hunter and

too eager to talk and yet want to be talked
about. This four song e.p.

the

lens

(no, not another feeble

comparison)

name

so look up and watch the camera

the latest of-

from Pavement, the California

mystery

music magazine. The Bob, made a

pertinent point in his article, black topped

Matador Records
by

ite

this

sound familiar? Well, it
me, or other-

really struck a cord with

?0f Your C#«Vfai*«C«-f

R£DK£* St PAUL MTTCMEU-

KArR&SKJNCAK£
mooters
V.»«/M*ti«fcir4
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SPORTS

ARTS
Movie Review

A Farewell to Things

Escape from Reality
by Paige Parvin

every guest away sobbing with inexpli-

Arts Editor

cable sadness.

But when she makes a

rose-petal sauce

from roses Pedro gives

weekend

Last

visited Atlanta to

I

her,

by Trey Suddarth

goodness and give us

Sports Editor

as

with amorous intentions, driven by un-

brains out for

editorial.

some frustrated and slightly crazed credit-

relationship between Tito and Pedro,

Too

only go

will

late,

me

the cold real-

that the

Visa

home one more

bill

time.

Needless to say, I became hysterical, and

God

thank

even

I

to suddenly find

enamored of an

ass.

include ghosts and other supernatural

hit the

movies

my

opened and I'm

pretty hard in an

Some

troubles.

some people eat.
some people shop compulsively, some
sleep excessively. I do all that. Then I go
people drink to forget,

movies.

But the film

ingredients.

Like Water For

isn't all silli-

intimate close-ups con-

stantly pull us closer than comfortable

And it

as

is

it

is

as beautiful

bizarre, although the characters

are refreshingly real (with the exception

of the godlike Leonardi,

my own

divorced from

Both films defy the word genre

grim

re-

and define the phrase escape fiction.

me where

is fancy

whom you may

In the heart or in the.. .stomach?

Chocolate is a fanciful fable about a pair

their lives

gazing longingly

While

delicacies.

this

dreadfully romantic (which

somewhat passe" (which

it is

it

You may

theatre laughing or crying.

leave the

But you're

definitely starving.

Dancing

Down Under
Ballroom manages

Strictly

and

strike a similar

saved from sugary sweetness by the

beautiful

bizarre, although I'd

smell of bitter almonds, a reminder of

one.

It's

unrequited love.

room dancing, which

Chocolate

is rich with the magical realism of Gabriel Garcia-Marquez and the

to

to

balance between the

and the

to say the bizarre

Like Water For

I

court justice to be completely humiliated

my

could again invoke

edi-

mentor of sports pages past (Mr.

Walsh) and

try to

argue against

the

all

sensible evidence to say that the Braves

win the

will not

NL West in

perhaps the best thing

I

1993. Well,

can do

that those villains wilLnot

wins out

in this

an Australian film about ball-

to

ensure

triumph again

be said about

it,

It's

my

say, for the record, that they will

West

this year.

—

After

all,

there, that

win

they have
I

Yet another helping of

my bad

somewhat meaningful, I'm going
some things off my chest.

am

I

more about

who

care

their latest chart position or

is

born into her mother's

kitchen and herclutches.

daughter, she
as she

As the youngest

destined never to marry

must cook and care for her mother

until she dies.

fierce

is

But Tita possesses such a

and passionate spirit that when she

him

take
it

seriously,

into this strange

much makeup and

horrible clothes,

the ballroom dancing scenes

convey

magic and beauty of

this

paying

deserves.

it

the tribute

The lead

it

all

forgotten

way

world of sports.

into the

in

my

Whatever cause they choose

AIDS

to

aware-

AIDS

have

NCAA,

and the

estab-

Marge

lishment, the persecution of

known

PC movement

as the

in base-

conducted by marionettes like Hank

serious to say about the nature of our

even "superiority",

I

tenure as sports editor: the sellout

of Magic Johnson to the

If there

or truth

were any gallantry or honor

left in this

world, you'd think

would be preserved

it

of

in the sanctity

healthy athletic competition.

ness) serves to attest to their terrific

I

guess that's just entertainment.

well as his mother's affections. But out

the offbeat humor, Strictly Ballroom

of nowhere appears Fran, a

worth seeing just for the dancing

itself.

And

pretty

amateur

who

mousy

supports Scott staunchly

and somehow manages

to turn into a

Seriously,

if

you don't enjoy

besides, Paul Mercurio

attractive

and

we may

—

is

destined for ball-

utes of action-packed montage. If you' re

professional ballroom dancers.

stomachs of all who taste them. Her
beloved Pedro marries her older sister so

room dancing fame (no kidding) except

that he can

proper "strictly ballroom" steps.

who refuses to dance the
This

causes him to lose his blue-

—

thinking, "please don't

tell

me

they

fall

And if
you're thinking, "Dirty Dancing down
under?," well, you're exactly right And
in love," fine.

I

won't

tell

you.

unless, of course, the

film opens up a whole

all,

Patrick

new world

Dirty Dancing.

possible, Paul.

for

After

Swayze came out with

winner Roadhouse, proving
life after

is

never see him

onscreen again

young dancer who
that he' s a rebel

you're dead wrong.

championship dancer in about two
weeks in other words, about ten min-

is

spilling into the hearts as well as the

is

eyeshadowed partner and his chances of
winning a big upcoming competition, as

a promising

character, Scott

Hastings (Paul Mercurio),

slip

its

not desperately ran-

is

Somehow it worked.

art,

be near her, and the weddingcake Tita mixes with her tears sends

All of this

interspersed with incredible

the

cooks for her family,

and politicians.

Law and order don't matter anymore.

Aaron.

forbidden to consummate her love

the dishes that she

cians, actors, journalists,

ball

While most of the film is hilarious,
populated by hideous characters with

Leonardi), her emotions overflow into

Our culture pardons utter lawlesssome sort of justifiable rage. Los Angeles has not only

dustry and media and having something

with the dashing young Pedro (Marco

is

anymore.

types being portrayed by the music in-

personal belief that di-

dancing sequences.

too

way he is
Honor doesn't matter

doesn't act the

to.

but I'm going to

so he decided to turn

comedy

He

for.

Schott, the pathetic joke

ity" or

Cavazos),

up

supposed

the bottom line from their tour than they
do musical integrity. I am sick of these

knew no one would

own.
(Lumi

its

sense views that hedstiObafraid to stand

attempted to expose some of the examples

sick of burned-out, sold-out,

peacock musicians

strutting

to get

adopt (environmentalism, racial "equal-

a flavor all

some common

archy because he has

dom, because all of this has barnstormed

scribblings for the Purple

final

a film about ballroom dancing, but he

film's heroine, Tita

—

my

the two; but the story

The

because he is black, a sexual tyrant, or a
bad judge
he deals with humiliation
on a daily basis from the cultural hier-

been excused, but encouraged by musi-

culture.

and definitely boasts

by hearsay and flying accu-

Mr. Thomas is not being harassed

humor would be pleasing to
some (Adams and Walsh) but pretty much
a horror show for the rest of you.
Therefore, in a desperate attempt to make
baseball

rector Baz Luhrmann just wanted to make

uniquely rendered

vilified

sation.

ness and savagery as

'em.

and has been described as a cross between
is

and

really all there is

is

continue recklessly on.

bewitching aroma of Babette 's Feast,

the

tragedy and comedy,

gritty sexuality,

have

is

did

judgment make any accurate

ougta jinx

sounds
is)

Or
torial

when

the Phillies, but since

better

staff that

at

not) the film

maybe

have ever seen

and home-

style

each other across tables laden with

Mexican

moted cancer awareness, which has, is,
and always will be a bigger killer than
AIDS. Reason doesn't matter anymore.
Our culture has allowed a supreme

assembled the best pitching

precarious balance

lies in its

of not-so-typical star-crossed lovers who

spend

they would wear something that pro-

manager in baseball in Jim Leyland. My
better judgment calls for the Expos or

Chocolate

fantasy and reality.

Alfonso Arau' s Like Water For

with looking hip. If they had any sense,

simply on the fact that they have the best

is to

spun humor, romantic sensuality and

bred,

East crown

remember from Cinema Paradiso).
The magic of Like Water For
between sophisticated

Tell

about a problem and everything to do

NL

rates a fourth straight

as well as

Chocolate and Strictly Ballroom were

ality.

have nothing to do with genuine concern

I

predictions?

Its

way is Hollywood. Those red

will grant the Pittsburgh Pi-

approach,

which gains

amusement.

step of the

prediction articles. For his sincerity of

quisitely executed love story

sympathy

my

ribbons they all wear at the awards shows

my

the audience's

Another bunch of weirdos

baseball preview/

suggested one of

also an ex-

exactly what I needed: bizarre fairy tales,
totally

The erstwhile Mr. Adams

it is

ness and magic tricks;

laughing distance.

worked.

It

herself

half-expect

and the bars opened. Then,

attempt to forget

to the

wicked mother

Tito's

we

Eventually the plot thickens to

better, the theatres

afraid

Shakespearean comedy;

at that point that the

was

it

stores closed

gives the whole film the feel of a

who

high ground and are cashing in every

figure out what to say in a farewell sports

kitchen lends a dark sensuality to the

ization came over

warm feeling

have succeeded in kidnapping this moral

controllable desire. This witchery in the

card pounding.

a

doesn't matter anymore.

do some proverbial pavement-pounding, which inevitably resulted in heart
pounding, head pounding, and finally,

and

all

purchase their "music". Honesty

much been beating my
the last week trying to

I've pretty

in a hurry

everyone leaves the table

we

that

that there is

Anything

is
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SPORTS
Both Track Teams Having a Successful Season
Men Seek Threepeat
by

Amy Covington

Sports Staff

Women Look to Repeat
John Jennings, Jon Hickman, and Jamey

by

Goss

Sports Staff

"We
The Sewanee Men's Track team

4 x 400.

in the

said Logan.

"We just have

petitors in every event.

few teams have

this

the chance to "three-

peat" as conference champions.

The

team

is a young one this time around,
with team captain Allan Bible being the
only Senior. He, for one, has great con-

strong comOur conference
race for number

million contracts, of course, but to be-

—conference

In their most recent meet, the
Centre Invitational, the Tigers took third

They'll have the

amid tough competition. "Centre will be

just told our guys, though, that

be able to repeat.

Our

if

field events people are consistently

either.

There are quite a few returning
juniors, however,

making up the team,
which according to Coach Logan, " is a
young team, but a veteran one." "We' ve
got some really good athletes, and a
well-balanced team.

They've shown

steady improvement all year."
is

The team

headed by Bible, who as captain has

shown outstanding

It's

a

who

good combination."

San Antonio, Texas for the conference tournament on the 23rd and 24th
of this month. "We're a little optimistic
based on what we've seen from our
toughest competition, Centre and
sity in

Rhodes," said Goss.

"We have the

best

ence, so we're relying

we

win;

on a

or two points," commented Coach Afton.

and there, they have buckdown, worked hard, and won events
when they needed to. In the process,
injuries here

at Trinity

led

Texas, the Tigers are favored again to

new school records.
only home meet of the

they also set four
In their

University in San Antonio,

come out on top.
we

"but

will

based on individuals; conference

team effort.

It

will

depend on having

which we're capable of doing.

solid individual performances do.

Coach

bettered the school 1500 meter

mark

the second time this year with a time of
4:55.00.

The 4x800 team, which eclipsed

the previous school record by 3 seconds,
consists of

team captain Stacy Juckett,

Lara Bryant, Michelle Parks, and Daphne
Skipper.

need

for

On the 4 x 400 team are Michelle

Daphne Skipper, Kiisha Walker,

becoming the

With excellence in so many areas
of the track and field competition, the
men's track team has put together a stellar

astonishing 8 seconds with a time of

come down

3000 meter steeplechase, Brad
McLane, the 1500 meter champion,
David Tudor on javelin, and newcomer
Shann Williams, another discus/shot put
combination. The relay teams, also conference favorites, consist of Roy Case,
Jon Hickman, Klifford Grimes, and
Jamey Goss in the 4 x 100 and Roy Case,
the

season.

Because they have both youth

and experience, pride and determination, this
its

will all

and everyone is running several races, so
their side, plus a strong

tradition

key players consist of returning veterans

their tradition

it

Quisha White, and Michelle Parks.

luck, the Tigers

little

This weekend

to placing people in events,

be too hard." With youth

They have a young team this year,

With a

of pride.

that shouldn't

features

with only one senior, Stacy Juckett. Other

should add one more championship to

behind

"We've got a great

and

Cliff

conference tour-

at their

"In

on the verge of

members Tricia Woods, Kiisha Walker,

said

team should do very well against

competition

nament.

team

is

We also have a lot of talent and a

the conference, and Scott Branting, the

in a sprint relay"

right

leader in Stacy, and a great coach in

lot

—"unbelievable
Coach
Afton —

team

isn't too far

her." Skipper added,

Cliff.

.80

the

all-time leading scorer,

and Quisha [WhiteJ

Parks,

1

good about

Kiisha [Walkerl

and Quisha White. The 4 x 200 team,

:5

have

we have a lot of talent," said Juckett.
fact,

has built a strong winning tradition here,

1

ail

We only have eleven members but

now.

and I think we have a chance

to continue

other teams

have a good meet."

to

"I feel

which shattered the old record by an

Matt Kenney, who runs

said Juckett,

with the mindset of

in

x 200 relay records, and Daphne Skipper

Mall, "Until conference,

that."

tributors include

go

like to

the top discus thrower and shot- putter in

Other con-

we have a very

have to go out and work

Superstars don't win conference; good,

conference's top hurdler.

"I think

good chance of winning,"

just

Added

events,

Out of the eight conference teams that
will be going head to head this weekend

We can win, but everyone

all

200 and 400 meter races, Brad Mall,

The women's track team has long
had a tradition of winning, and this year
has been no different. Despite a few
ships.

The

someone we

the

The entire meet could come down to one

great depth.

a lot of people place in a lot of different

Some key members include Jamey
Goss, who holds the school records in

our closest competition at conference.

conference champion-

finale, the

underdogs.

is

which has

at the

women broke the 4 x 800, 4 x 400, and 4

"He's definitely a leader,
to,

weekend,

season, the Mountain Laurel Relays, the

Brad Mall.

look up

is.

that this

of points

lot

it's all

lot."

champions, that

chance to do

expect great things out of everyone."

have no doubt that we can

been on the team for four years, and he
always works hard," said sophomore

a

repeat champions

meet should a good one for the team, a
meet where records can be broken. I

I

from them.
hard."

helped us out a

come

shot and discus throwers in the confer-

"He's

leadership.

the

season

The Tigers head to Trinity Univer-

ation, but that

great talent."

recently,

We have great balance.

I

the best in the conference, and those

by no means implies that
we're a weak team. We've got some

it

we do what we're capable of, we should

one.

run the track for us don't do too shabby

Mark Henry to gradu-

The Chicago Bulls did

New York

in the last

few meets," said Afton. "She won both
the high jump and the triple jump last
weekend at Centre, so we hope to see mat
continue at conference. Our conference

year will be a tight

"We've been

cially after losing

Tucker. "Jolene' s done well

Yankees did it (a long,
long time ago), and now the Sewanee
Women's Track team hopes to do the
same thing. Not to sign players to multi-

fidence in the team's abilities, saying,
rebuilding this year, espe-

Covington

don't have any superstars,"

has an opportunity this year that very

—

Amy

talent

on

of excellence, the Lady Tigers

should have very few problems fulfilling
their goals.

Kiisha Walker, Quisha White, Tricia

Woods, and Daphne Skipper and newcomers Michelle Parks and Jolene

of excellence.

The Toast of Sewanee: Men's and Women's Tennis
by David Howard

along with Sewanee.

The Sewanee Tennis Team has
been having a very successful year.
Division

III

competition, the

In

women's

team (19-4) is ranked fourth and the
men's team (14-5) is ranked nineteenth.
The women's team is going to Nationals.
men's team wins the April 22-24
conference tournament at Trinity Unihave a
versity in San Antonio, they
If the

chance of attending Nationals.
rnnfp.rpnr.ft

it

members

The

include Trinity,

Rhodes in MemThe men 'steam coached

Helen Boehm, the only freshman,

successful."

Senior Cameron Tyer, the number

Both teams proceeded to domi-

Sports Staff

nate the tournament at

one player on the women's team

phison April

"The many road trips and time together
has made the team get closer."

17.

by John Shackleford played six singles
matches and three doubles matches
against Rhodes, Milsaps, and Hendrix,

only losing one.

The women's team

coached by Conchie Shackleford played
Rhodes and Hendrix, winning all the
matches.

Men's team captain

Pratt

Lewis

most talented,
close-knitted tennis team I have been
says, "This

is

the best,

Much

says,

ranked

second

in doubles.

women, Boehm has

Of

the

Boehm

of the success of this year

attributes the success to

The number one

get along and the team

freshman K. C. Home, number
sophomore Bryan Murrow, and
number three is freshman Lee Hamilton.
Tyler Vaughey, ranked sixth on the team

two

is

is

on

the team.

the teams ability to cooperate.

team

Sewanee

the best record

has depended on the younger players.
player on the men's

is

competition and

fifth in singles

ive.

is

"We

all

very support-

Cameron (Tyer) is a good leader."
The team has worked very hard,

practicing twice each day. Junior Matt

Harris

is

very pleased with how the team

has the best record of the Sewanee men.

has performed. "The team has done an

On the women' s team sophomore Linnie

exceptional job.

I

am very happy

about
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Team Blazes Trail of Glory

Equestrian

Fences and Intermediate

Lumpkin, Annie Reinert, Erin Sellers,
and Turner Boone. In 1991, the Team

ally in the Open

Green horses. Posting trot Halfturn in reverse. Oxers, in-and-outs, and
coops. Flying lead changes. These are

tied for fourth in the final standings at

with five other Sewanee riders, they ac-

This year, the race for the

cumulated the necessary points to qualify

High Point Team award (which qualifies

for Regional competition,

slang terms, dance steps, or

a team for national competition) was

placed

Sewanee Purple Sports Staff

new

not

psychedelic images, but you might hear

members of

the equestrian

such vocabulary.
riders has also

team using

And lately, talk among

been of competing

at a

For the second time

in three years,

the equestrian team has finished their

season as High Point Team in Region VI,

which includes Tennessee, Kentucky,
team

will

As

Illinois.

compete

a result, the

at the Intercollegiate

National Championships,

May

1-2, at

Lake Erie College

in Cleveland,

Sewanee

compete

tion, or

riders will

OH.

in equita-

horsemanship classes against

other top teams from across the nation.

At

intercollegiate shows, riders

must

compete on horses they have probably

their biggest rival,

is

allowed before a competitor enters

Midway

battled

College.

Sewanee clinched the title by pulling
two points ahead of Midway when K.K.
team's

won

last

Open

the

flat

class at the

the placings

backwards (from

team

started cheering.

pressure

moment

because I

felt

Then

it

It

was time

but very rewarding,

to

upcoming show.

"Things have been going great this year.

We have a very strong team for Nationand I think our individual riders

is

IHSA (the Intercollegiate Horse
Show Association) tests your ability to
that

you've never been on be-

ride a horse

fore," said senior Margaret Knight.

"You

At

Nationals, riders

compete as individuals
they

may

in classes

also

where

do not earn points for their teams.
so a rider must have earned a

To do

designated number of points during the
year and competed successfully

at

Re-

have to be prepared for any problem that

gional and

Zone shows. Three Sewanee

The most skilled riders can
deal smoothly with an unknown horse.
Luck often plays a part, too. I know the

riders will

compete individually

team is very excited and

year as a result of her consistent perfor-

should

arise.

will

be working

very hard to prepare for Nationals.
the biggest
to

be going

show and an an honor

It's

for us

include

mance

in the

title

Open

Interested

Na-

for the region this

division.

She

will

ride against High Point Riders from other

Cup

competi-

tion.

Allyson Brownlee,

Stephanie Bush, K.K. Christie, Frances

at

Christie earned the

regions in the Cacchione

at all."

Riders competing forthe team this

year

tionals this season.

High Point Rider

Knight

"I'm

said.

The year
is

really

in the

McClatchey

become more

structured,

necessary with the greater

number of people we have competing

"It's

comers to the riding scene have also
competed this year. Turner Boone, senior,
who began riding last fall, will compete
for the team in the Walk-Trot division at
Nationals. "It's exciting that people who

of and contribute to a team that will

compete nationally," he
Junior,

more than just the competition that'

important to the team," she said. "We're

Deb

said.

Podurgiel,

who

The Cap and

will

be joining George in the coaching duties
next year, is optimistic' about the team's

"We've had a very impressive
Even though we'll be
losing some talented seniors, we acquired
some strong freshmen this year, and we'll
probably be getting some more new ridfuture.

team

this year.

ers next year, too, so our
likely continue to

team

will

most

do well."

and

NOWCOIIM

sophmore, Sally

GRADUATES

CANGETANEW
TOTOMJSTBY

KNOWfc
THEIR ABCS.

McClatchey, will participate individu-

in

and

Christie, Knight,

McClatchey are among the team's more
experienced riders, some relative new-

proud of everybody.

started out a little rough, but

things have

which

this year,

ring."

Though

haven' t been riding for long can be a part

national competition.

team's success

show

will

do well."

"The difference between normal
horse shows and intercollegiate one's

proceed to

the

Kim George,

Divisions range from the

also

to

always there for each other, in and out of

for a beer!"

form, style, and ability in jumping and

als,

which enables them

sions,

we pulled together and worked as a unit."
Sophmore, Mindy Coe agrees.

was a high-

distinguish itself at the

Trot).

Midway, Kentucky where they

in

both earned second place in their divi-

now. Especially at Regionals and Zones,

team once again has the potential

very advanced (Open) to beginner (Walk-

Zones

tense.

the show ring. Riders are judged on their

flat classes.

eligible

whole

whole team behind me.

the

According to Coach
the

the

where they

first

Unity has been a key factor

sixth to

making things even more

first),

When we heard I placed first,

Along

and second. With four other
teammates, they competed at

regular-season show.

"It came down to the last class, and
I knew I had to place at least second for
the team to go to Nationals. I think I was
more nervous than I had been at any
other show this year. They announced

never seen or ridden before, and no warm-

up

Sewanee

particularly close as

Christie

national level.

Missouri, and

Nationals.

Fences divisions, respectively.

Editing
Gown ?

Introducing the Class of '93 Retail Financing Program
A. Pick out a Toyota Paseo, Tercel or 4x2 (There are 15 Toyota models under $12,000).
B. Check out the 90-day deferred payment plan.
Make a deal on your favorite
Toyota and then drive it home witn no down payment «/
what you do for me."
Seems easy doesn't it? It is, so get to your Toyota dealer
(Cg^
^2?
tne
details.
Then
get
the
Toyota
you've
earned.
today for

C

|Contact Holle McKnight for details no
later than May 5.

^^

t/iwyta
TO YOTA

•

See your locallbyota Dealer
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FEATURES
Monteagle School Was at the Forefront of Progressive

Politics

by David Adams

idea, not a place," says Bates.

"Myles

continued to face hostility from a variety

ideal situation),

HFS evolved into a place

Editor

always looked forward to another battle.

of groups and individuals like the Grundy

that sought to

advance the oppressed

He was always

County Crusaders who sought to prove
HFS "un-American and detrimental to

blacks of the South.

From

its

days during the

earliest

Great Depression to the

movement

civil rights

idea

it

in 1932, surely

would come to serve as a national

leader in the southern labor

and
in

he had no

later civil rights.

movement

Highlander began

Monteagle, as a school that sought to

help the local Appalachain poor by

in

its

HFS

who knew

those

Highlander's

warm,

lachian workers.

in

HFS became

"People from

me that were

Rosa Parks
Roosevelt,
visit

HFS

.

King

Jr

In 1953,

this re-

one year before Brown

v.

gion have told

Folk School, they would have starved

series

meeting would be held

during the Depression," says Bates. "The

white leaders and students that urged

in

Tracy City, to

it

not for the

Board of Education

,

HFS

launched a

of workshops for both black and

public school integration*

Brown

a

the

After the

Board of Education decision,
workshops continued, and HFS bev.

gan gaining momentum in the civil rights

and

won the support of Eleanor
who came to Monteagle to

movement.
This

is

when Bates became

in-

volved with HFS: "Myles Horton came

1958 during a session on

Yet today very few

voter registration.

Movement

"On November 9 the
newspapers announced that a mass
seeking funds.

It

in

Civil Rights

Appa-

gathering place for such civil rights
leaders as Martin Luther

HFS Leading the

the school understood

Dombrowski

1940

quickly

reform.

friendly environment and ap-

preciated the service to the local

in

HFS

the school in controversy,

in its early days,

history," wrote faculty director

James
an open letter

Although such a

progressive attitude further entrenched

became a respected leader in progressive

Later, under

unionizing the South.

Horton's guidance,

moment

it

Despite the negative publicity di-

"This past week was the most
exciting, tense

to the people

serves."

rected toward

Horton founded the Highlander

Folk School

community and

the

The Seeds of Reform:
The Labor Movement

thirty years later, "brother-

hood and democracy" was the motto for
Myles Horton's Highlander Folk School.

When

progressive."

to

Sewanee to speak

in

1956,

when most

know of Highlander. Less than ten miles

of the students were still segregationists,"

from Sewanee existed one of the most

he says. "I was impressed with what he

important resources of the civil rights

to say, and (retired faculty member)
Marvin Goodstein and I went to some of
the sessions at the school. Even in those

movement

had

in the South.

Throughout Highlander's history

was a real warm

feeling to the

in Monteagle, the University was hesitant

days, there

to offer the school their support. In the

came with their children, and there were many young enthusiastic students. In many respects,

late

1950s, during the height of the civil

rights movement, however, a small

Families

school.

group

these

Sewanee became interested in promoting HFS. Today Film Professor Scott
at

were the people who began the
movement. ... I can remem-

civil rights

ber going to a meeting in which a group

Bates one of the last active supporters of

came up

HFS still associated with the University.

of Tuskeegee Institute students

Bates remembers director Myles Horton

and met with a group of white students

man, with a

from the University of Tennessee at
Knoxville who wanted to begin an
NAACP chapter there. The two groups

as "an affable, charismatic

thick Appalachian accent,

who

could

hold anyone's attention and could get

,

along with anyone.
In 1961 local opponents,

constantly challenged

succeeded

finally

from Monteagle.

HFS's

who

survival,

in driving the school

After several futile

attempts to prove the school's

communism,

ties

with

local authorities raided

finding alcohol on the

it,

grounds. They

found nothing more than a couple bottles
of liquor in

this

alleged "communist

training school", but that
to shut

was

all

it

took

Despite the school' s eviction from

Grundy County, however, Highlander
continued to operate. The school resurfaced later in the 1 960s in Knoxville, and
it

exists there today, continuing to fight

for reform.

school

'

s

Today Bates remains on the

board of directors, and, over the
it evolve

past thirty years, has witnessed
in several directions.

Although

HFS

today scarcely resembles Myles Horton'
Monteagle school from the 1940s and
50s,

its

basic principles have survived.

"Myles always

by

company and
Grundy County." When local

officials of the coal

bank

in

said Highlander

was

an'

the late thirties
failed to

and early

forties, they

mention the indispensable

ser-

discussed

their

answers.

You had

your own.

Lady Eleanor Roosevelt's support of the

cuss things.

Sewanee to be mediated by Dean
Flemming James, the University began a

Folk School's efforts helped Horton and

people

his faculty gain national respect: "'lam

roots level."

at

tense relationship with

HFS

that lasted

Monteagle school's demise

greatly interested in

Myles always

to

work things out on

Highlander was simply a

place people could get together and dis-

vice

did for the poor of region. First

...

said that Highlander didn't offer any

replace the march with a conference held

it

problems together and

looked for answers.

civic leaders persuaded the protesters to

It

was

During the

what you are doing,

a place of ideas and

— organizing

things at the grass

HFS

late 1950s,

ses-

she said

sions attracted the nation's civil rights

Red

during an HFS session in Chattanooga in

leaders to speak not only on integration

Scare and McCarthyism, Sewanee found
itself less than ten miles from an alleged

1940. Roosevelt's support of HFS in the

in the schools, but

face of the Grundy County Crusaders
and other groups serves as a precursor to
the tension between local and the federal

equality.

until the

1961. During the earliest days of the

down.

it

The school's 25th anniversary celebration, Martin Luther King, Jr. (2nd from
right) Myles Horton (4th from right) and Rosa Parksfnext to Horton).
be followed by a march of several hunHighlander School saved their lives."
dred people on the Folk School, headed
When the newspapers criticised HFS in

"communist

in

for

training school" that publi-

cized the horrors of local Appalachian
poverty, while stressing unionization,

is

a

much needed work,"

government during the civil rights

thereby threatening the profits of local
industry.

it

movement

Throughout the Highlander

in the South.

During the Highlander workshops,
Myles Horton began stressing racial in-

etly

School's evolution, the University quiand innocently observed (and oc-

tegration in order to effectively unionize

casionally associated itself with) one of

the South. Because Horton

the most important participants of both
the labor and civil rights movements.

tegration of blacks and whites as essen-

During the! 940sfoundets Myles Horton

tial in
.

,

saw the

in-

movea socially and morally

"The

on all aspects of racial

late

1950s was really an

exciting time at the school," says Bates.

"This

is

when Highlander

started the

Freedom Schools that SCLC later took
over. People came to Highlander to get
oriented with the civil rights movement,
and they would take what they learned
We were establishing literacy

elsewhere.

programs and organizing voter
tion.

Much

of the

sit-in

registra-

organization

establishing a strong labor

ment (as

well as

continued on page 16

,

•

.
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began

at

Highlander, and

it

became a

HFS, when she

attention to

visited

in

it

HFS, another

faction at

June 1958 during a seminar on voting
and registration. "The United States as a

following the submission of the

then used at the North Carolina sit-ins."

non-Communist world must
prove a system based on freedom," she
declared in a speech that was the cul-

McCrady commented

HFS when Guy Carawan

mination of the week long session.

ther familiar

place where students could

come from

throughout the South to discuss things
together.

"we

At Highlander the phrase
overcome" was coined and

...

shall

Originating at

conducted a small session on old freedom

"We

songs, the folk song

Shall Over-

leader of the

impact on some people then."

Sewanee critimembers who

cized the thirteen faculty

The Closure and Renewal of

wrote Governor Ellington. Immediately

HFS

letter to

Edward
he was "nei-

the Governor, Vice-Chancellor
that

On July 31, 1959 fifteen state and
county law enforcement officers raided

Roosevelt lauded Horton's school for its

enough with the statement
or Highlander Folk School to comment."

while she attempted to scotch the

Yet in a letter the Vice-Chancellor wrote

of rum, a bottle of gin and

with communism:

to the editor of The Charleston News and

the school grounds,

Courier two weeks

the school

efforts,

come" quickly spread throughout the
civil rights movement and has served to

rumors of HFS's

inspire people throughout the world.

badly needed in the United States

ties

"'You're doing something here that

is

—

HFS in a liquor raid. They found a bottle

he remarked

later,

the need to respect the faculty's

some beer on

and shortly thereafter

was padlocked

shut.

freedom

Hearings followed that today most

of speech and the freedom of the press,

consider an act of "political blackmail"

people to work together as people

...

not

but emphasized that "they had no right to

run by segregationists.

ceiving attention from both supporters

as black or white

...

We

speak for the University, they do not

members

and opponents of the school. In atten-

must prove we

democ-

represent the majority of the faculty, and

lessly,

dance were such

racy

an oppor-

they did not consult the administration at

cusations.

On

Labor Day Weekend 1957,

HFS celebrated

its

25th anniversary, re-

civil rights leaders as

Martin Luther King

Jr.

and Rosa Parks,

as well as prominent figures in education

and

the clergy. "This

was

amazing weekend."

that

...

...

to the limit of their capa-

As Highlander continued to

Ellington finally

HFS

Governor Buford
approved an investiga-

until

versive tendencies.

NAACP"

that severely attacked

HFS's 25th anniversary weekend. The
pamphlet notes

munists, veteran
travelers,

Com-

that "notorious

Communist fellow

and Negro leaders in

the

all

recent major incidents concerning integration
It goes

were present

at the

conference."

on to "prove" that founders Horton

because of

its

interracial

dancing and swim-

ming, as well as mixed classes at the
school. John Glen, author of Highlander:

No Ordinary School comments that "this
broadside marked the start of a conser-

nesses as well as the production of

documents pertaining

to the school,

all
'its

and the activities of all persons

activities

and and organizations connected there-

HFS, Civil

Rights,

On February 2

its

HFS

thirteen faculty

in-

vestigation by writing an open letter to
Governor Ellington. The February 5
issue of The Chattanooga Times reprinted
as a letter to the editor:

"Over a period
of some years we residents of Sewanee
have on numerous occasions visited the
it

the character of the school

engages

who run it.

in

unjustified

and

In,

and

Eleanor Roosevelt, during a
school in June

1

First

Lady

visit to

the

957, gave a $ 100 check.

Eleanor Roosevelt brought

much

...

It is

The school quickly emerged once
again, though, in Knoxville
there today.

Exercising

legal

Highlander
is

his director

if

the

oppressed.

Bates recalls Horton opti-

school, but you can't close the idea."
Through the late 1960s and early 1970s,

HFS continued to serve the needs of the
oppressed. Today HFS still urges po-

one of the 13 faculty
the letter to Gov.

"At times Sewanee students
but they had a
hard time accepting what was taught
there. ... But there were some students

Ellington.

litical

would

is

visit the school,

who became

It

made

and social reform; its current focus
on environmental concerns, such as

toxic waste

dumps and water

pollution.

Continuing Horton's original "idea," the

involved in Highlander

during Civil Rights.

school today continues on the same

a large

progressive path.

CELEBRATE ART!!
An Art Show will be held next fall in time for Parent's
Weekend and the Capitol Campaign Kickoff

Now

is

the time to start preparing your art works for this

exciting show. This
All

Sewanee

summer you may do your

artists are eligible to

best

work

of all...

submit 3 works for

consideration
/qr
a° P6^
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FAINTING

government's attempts to

Despite punctuated support of the

HFS

to continue its service to the

Highlander were sort of seen as radi-

American ideals."
The letter added that it would be a "tragic
irony"

exists

mistically staring "you can close the

of edu-

combat communism suppressed such an
organization dedicated to freedom and
democracy as the Highlander School.

and

Despite several years of

problems in the early 1960s,

managed

HFS.
"Those of us who supported

our convic-

unfair. ...We believe that

cation are devoted to

The House I Live

activities.

Monteagle was

ion on

and

'subversive activities')

a variety

film

HFS

The

finally forced to close its doors.

customary level of cautious journal-

members who signed

Myles Horton and

gave a portion of the proceeds from his

the Highlander school in

unknown) with most

cals," says Bates,

grew, donations

donors, entertainer Frank Sinatra

is

expressed their disapproval of the

tion that this charge (that

HFS

HFS

members of the University of the South

the people

came to the school from
of sources; among the many

We take no stand on the

Highlander Folk School."

ism, the Purple also expressed no opin-

Despite the investigation,

HFS

movement

port of

opinions on

and

the University of the South

integrating schools, sought to implicate

tionists, as the civil rights

...

charter for selling al-

courtroom fight continued until 1961,
when, after over a year of legal struggles,

students neither positive nor negative

we know

Despite hostility from segrega-

warranted.

activities of the

because of student apathy or open sup-

and informal chats. As a result we believe

it.

is

its

racial integration in the schools.

of the Highlander Folk School

ment in the 1 940s, HFS continued to face
hostility from local opponents.

the folk school."

to discredit

obvious that a suspicion of Communist

infiltration

This petition failed, however, (whether

premacists that would ultimately close

communism

is

Like the southern labor move-

with.'"

vative attack by southern white su-

with

On

cohol without a permit and permitting

Highlander Folk School. Our visits have
included seminars, as well as addresses

These groups, afraid of

democracy and the

quality of their service to the poor.

should forfeit

subpoena attendance of wit-

outside.

showed

Purple

School is extremely unfortunate. ...Forit

to

continued to receive support from the

that

attempted to promote

power

The Georgia

"Highlander Folk School:

in the

HFS

their devotion to

Chester Chattin held that Highlander

at the altar of

Communist Training School"

a petition published

Meanwhile,

potentially

image circu-

advertised support of the Highlander Folk

bows reverently

entitled

HFS

to the school's

and revealed stories of alcohol

February 16, 1960, Circuit Court Judge

Marxist-Leninist Theory."

also published a highly

damaging

tionships,

consumption and public drunkenness.

consid-

who wrote Gov. Ellington: "We feel that

movement, the Communist

controversial newspaper-sized poster

ered support of the

lated

who

group of students

denouncing the actions of the professors

Martin Luther King and his kind of

Commission

finances, investigated interracial rela-

The Governor's

such as King: "In its present adulation of

still

A

making broad, unsubstantial acThe Committee probed HFS

resolution gave the committee "full

then discredits the conference guests,

Party

the Univer-

Committee

interrogated Horton relent-

alleged sub-

and Dombrowski were Communists and

'liberation'

McCrady nor

ever officially supported HFS.

serve

as a leader of the Civil Rights Movement,

grew

Neither

all."

sity

keeping the South segregated, published

the

but as people.

really believe in

tion of

"Communism and

possible for

really gives all

Education, an organization devoted to

a pamphlet entitled

is

it

bility."

hostility

The Georgia Commission on

it

grow

tunity to

the high point

of the school," says Bates. "It was absolutely an

demonstrating that

7

SMALL &i^ ? ^aj/| PHOTOGRAPHS
All

works due

to the Bishops

Common Gallery by September

may be submitted at any time
For details call Jenny Goodrum at 598-2506
8th, 1993, but

